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Westerner (GB) 

 

Danehill 

 

Danzig 
Razyana 

BAY COLT FOAL 

(IRE) 
March 11th, 2019 
(First Produce) 

  
Walensee 

  Troy 
Warsaw 

Alliss (IRE) 
(2012) 

  
Getaway 

  Monsun 
Guernica 

  
Chinara 

  Supreme Leader 
Chic And Elite 

E.B.F. Nominated. 

  

1st dam 

ALLISS (IRE): unraced, Above is her first foal. 
  

2nd dam 

CHINARA (IRE): 2 wins over hurdles and placed 4 times; dam of 5 foals; 1 runner 
a winner: 

Too Much To Ask (IRE): winner over hurdles at 6, 2019 and placed 3 times. 
She also has a 4-y-o filly by Mahler (GB), a 2-y-o filly by Yeats (IRE) and a filly foal 
by Jukebox Jury (IRE). 
  

3rd dam 

CHIC AND ELITE (by Deep Run): 4 wins viz. 2 wins over hurdles and placed and 
2 wins over fences and placed 7 times; also placed in a N.H. Flat Race; dam of 
11 foals; 7 runners; 5 winners inc.: 

Killard Point (IRE): 5 wins over fences and £43,524 and placed 16 times; also 7 
wins in point-to-points and placed 9 times. 

Zemsky (IRE): 4 wins, £41,813 viz. 2 wins over hurdles and 2 wins over 
fences and placed 5 times; also 4 wins in point-to-points and placed 5 times. 

Vic Chic (IRE): 2 wins over hurdles and placed 3 times; also placed in a N.H. Flat 
Race; broodmare. 

Tex Morgan (IRE): 2 wins viz. winner of a N.H. Flat Race and placed; also 
winner over hurdles and placed and placed over fences. 

Shes Elite (IRE): dam of a winner: 
Tiger's Jacey (IRE): winner of a N.H. Flat Race; also placed twice over hurdles. 

  

4th dam 

ELITE LADY: 2 wins over hurdles and placed 7 times; also placed in a N.H. Flat 
Race; also winner of a point-to-point; dam of 9 foals; 9 runners; 7 winners inc.: 

Elite Boy: 4 wins over fences and placed 16 times. 
Clonagam (IRE): 4 wins viz. placed 7 times; also winner of a N.H. Flat Race 

and placed; also 2 wins over hurdles and placed and winner over fences. 
Deplete: 2 wins viz. winner over hurdles and placed 9 times and winner over 

fences; also 2 wins in point-to-points. 
Lady of Tara: winner over hurdles and placed 3 times; also placed 7 times in 

N.H. Flat Races; dam of winners: 
Breaking Silence (IRE): 9 wins, £78,303 viz. winner of a N.H. Flat Race 

and placed; also 2 wins over hurdles and placed 3 times inc. 3rd Land Rover 
Champion Novice Hurdle, Gr.1 and 6 wins over fences and placed 10 times 
inc. 2nd 32red.com H. Chase, L. 

Cap It If You Can (IRE): 4 wins over hurdles and placed 15 times. 
Lady Accord (IRE): winner of a N.H. Flat Race and placed 3 times. 

Bridepark Rose (IRE): winner over hurdles and placed; dam of winners. 
Greenside Chat (IRE): winner over hurdles and placed. 
Milltown Lady: dam of a winner: 

Deel Time (GB): winner over fences; also winner of a point-to-point and placed. 

Stabled in Barn Box  
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